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HUERTAPREPARES
TO MAKE LAST

STAND
MEXICAN DICTATOR WILL RESIST
HIS ENEMIES AT PUEBLA,
.
"
"
IT IS THOUGHT

HAS SUPPLIES STORED THERE
FEELING HIS POWER 'SUPPING,
HE HAS BEEN GETTING -READY FOR CRISIS
HAS

ONLY

SOLDIERS

6,000

BELIEVES
O'SHAUGHNESSY
PATA CAN TAKE CAPITAL
AT ANY TIME

ZA-

Huerta Allows Trading Resumed
On Board United States Ship California, Mazatlan, Mex., May 12. (via
Wireless to San Diego, May 13.)
Acapulco has been relieved of the
menace from the Zapatistas for the
present at least. The federal garrison has repulsed the attacking party
after a sharp battle In the country
20 nilles back from the city. The extent of the casualties has not been
learned.
The commander of the Paclfio
fleet was informed today that General Huerta has revoked his order forbidding the carrying on of trade with
tbe United States. This, Its taken,
wiU ..relieve the strained
conditions
under which shipping has been carried on along the Pacific coast, and
enable American coasting vessels to
enter ports freely and get their clearance papers as formerly. Since the
Huerta order went Into effect the
commander of the Pacific fleet has
been providing American liners with
notes to the collector of the port at
San Diego or.Saii Francisco, explaining the absence of clearance papers.
The. crew, of the abandoned federal
gunboat Morelos, which was blown up
by ,the rebels 5n Mazatlan .harbor,
has been sent to Mexico City. S :

TENSION IS LESS
IN MEXICAN
SITUATION
PLANS FOR MEDIATION ARE PRO
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Huerta!
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CITY EDITION

dallV skirmishes, but the rebels still
are awaiting the final order for a
general attack Mi the federal en

trenchments.
On May 10 and 11 General Gon
zales, with his brigadier generals. Luis
Caballero and Cesarjp Castro, took up
their positions before Tampico and
and
by a series of reconnaissances
skirmishes located the positions or
" ': L
the federals, i
Genera Gonzales then Bflnt 8 note
to the federal commander, General
Morelos
Zaragoza, inviting him to
leave his position within the city and
engage on the plain outside In order
to avoid needless bloodshed among
citizens of the town and
This note was communicated to
the foreign consuls. In Tampico who
notrari in hp that, their fellow
countrymen took .Refuge on vessels In
the .harbor. '
General Zaragoza evidently refused
to leave his position. The federal
o
gunboat Zaragoza is shelling the
flour mill, which is situated on
the bank of Panuco river and which
la occupied by constitutionalist troops.
but the federal infantry remained In
their trenches,
Another telegram which was received by way of Ciudad Victoria stated
that the families of foreigners living
In Tampico had taken refuge on warships and merchant vessels In the
harbor and that many of the Mexican
residents of the city had taken refuge
behind the constitutionalist lines.
General Gonzales has seized all the
Mexican yachts and launches on the
Panuco river and will use them to
transport his troops when necessary.
There are 6,000 unemployed men In
Some of these men have
Tampico.
been obliged to take up arms i:i Oe
federal ranks, according to the message, while many have made their
way to the constitutional! lines and
enlisted under General Gonas.

A GUARD

OFFICER

which stated, that her huuband wanted
to return to work in the mhrs but
was held in the tent colony. He in-

A RURAL CREDITS

formed Major Hamrock and told of
conversation
Hamrock's
telephone
with Louis Tikas, strike leader, who
stated that ha knew of no such man.
Later, the witness testified, from
the militia camp he saw a crowd of
women and children leave tbe colony
and take shelter in an arroya and a
considerable number of armed Strik PRESIDENT DECIDES TO LET THE
ers leaving the colony. He testified
MEASURE RE8T UNTIL NEXT
later that he saw Tikas leave a tent
CONGRESS MEETS
carrying a rifle and field glasses, act
men.
ing as though placing his
The witness testified that during NO TIME TO FRAME TEE "ACT
most of the day's fighting his detail
of six men, not In uniform, had been
stationed in two ranch houses west of OTHER LEGISLATION WILL TAKE
the tent colony; that about 6 o'clock
UP THE REMAINDER OF
he had ordered them to Hastings that
PRESENT 8ESSI0N
they might not be mistaken for strife
era by militiamen.
Benedict testified he saw ai blaze MONEY STATUTEIWILL EELP
shoot up from the center of a tent
in the colony; before, any; of the miCRED
litiamen had gotten within 0O yards IT WILL TEND TO EXTEND
COMING
IT
THE
DURING
of the .strikers' settlement.
FALL AND WINTER
In reply to questions Benedict stated that the three signal1 bombs had
not been exploded until after the first
Washington, May lXr Presideat
shotB had been fired from the arroyos Wilson will abide
by the democrati
where the strikers had taken up their caucus action in
abandoning rural
positions. Ha explained that the credits legislation at thl session of
minute
bombs had two and one-haGlass of
congress.
Representative
fuses, that one of these had been Virginia, chairman of the banking and
lighted but did Hot explode for more currency committee, conferred with
than a minute after the first shots.
the president today and explained;
"Were you looking for trouble?" that in his
oipnlon the federal reserve
asked Judge Advocate Smith.
bank act will extend credit aggregat- "When shots have been fired you
don't have to look for trouble."
This will In a measure, cover th
Arms Bill Will Pass
for which the rural credits act
ground
The bill giving the governor au- was
designed. Moreover, it was pointthority to control the sale and pur- ed out, the rural credits bill framed
chase of fire arms in the state in by
Representative
Bulkley and the
times of Internal disorder passed the subcommittee was not broad enough
house on the third reading today by in its
provision to satisfy the full coma vote of 37 to 16. By a vote of 39 mittee. The president, it is underto 16 the house failed to adopt the
stood, especially desires that the rural
emergency clause and safety credit act should extend credit to the
clutch to make the measure effective tenant fanner.
immediately and prevent Its being retinder the measure prepared by th
ferred. The supporters of these subcommittee
only the land owners
clauses failed by five votes, 44 beins would have been able to get credit.
necessary to adopt them.
In the opinion of the president, it
The senate engaged in a lengthy would take
many weeks to discuss
debate on the Napier resolution which and frame a rural credits measure
pledges support to ths governor in his which would he tiroad enough In its
law and order :&ojfrZLi. Th debate provisions to satisfy the full memberhinged largely on. the conduct of the ship of the banking and currency comstate labor department and became mittee.
Consequently President Wilso acrlmonius that on motion by Sen- son
to accept the caucus
is
willing
ator Parrish further - consideration action
further consideration
pending
was postponed until 2 o'clock this aft of a rural credits bill
whlqh would
ernoon.
meet with approval of party leaders.
The Persons house resolution pro
"
of a
viding for the appointment
committee to determine whether the
enactment of aay bills not mentioned
SILLIMAN TU BE
In the governor's call would be ad
vantageous, and if so, to ask the governor to reconvene the legislature,
GIVEN
was adopted by the senate, 18 to 14.
The resolution already had passed
the house. The house interrupted a
discussion of the Leftwlch) bill provid- - UNITED STATES VICE CONSUL,
WHO HAS BEEN IN PRISON,
TO BE RELEASED
,
on
Page Four)
(Continued
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MURDER
MAJOR HAMROCK DECLARED TO
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Denver, May 13. Charges of arson,
Washington, May 13. With plans
and larceny
murder,
manslaughter
fox the Mexican mediation conference
Ham rock of
J.
Patrick
acainst
Major
next
week,
at Niagara Falls, Ont,
National
Colorado
the
First
Huerta Money Not Legal Tender
regiment,
rapily maturing, tension of the Intera general
were
filed
(before
Guard,
13.
someGon
Pablo
Mex.,'
was
relieved
May
Jjiarez,
national conflict
court martial at the state rifle range
zales, In command of the division of what today by several important detoday. The charges grew out of the
the northeast, which comprises the velopments. Assurance reached this
battle at Ludlow and the fire that
states of Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and government that no ammunition had
destroyed the coal strikers' tent col
an
edict de been landed at Mexican ports from
Tamaulipas, has issued
ony April 20.
issued
that
matter
had
been
the
that
a
paper
money
claring
German ships,
The arson, murder and manslaugh
by the Huerta government is not le somewhat in doubt since the depar
ter
charges were brought under the
disuse
must
be
tender
and
Cecllie
its
Prinzessin
gal
ture of the Kron
article of war and the
continued under pain of fine and im- from Puerto Mexico several days ago.
under the
charge
larceny
.
Mex
In
prisonment.'
From the French legation
article.
The edict, which became effective ico City came positive information
The arson article deals with the
May 12, declared that any one offer- that the American vice consul, John
of the strikers' tent colony
burning
will
or
Huerta
held
been
had
money
who
receiving
ing
pris
R. Silliman,,
that the tents were fired
and
charges
be subject to a fine of from 50 to oner by Mexican federals at Saltlllo,
and
maliciously," by the de
"wilfully
for
Mexico
1,000
to
and
Imprisonment
pesos
was actually on his way
under his author
or
fendant
persons
from 15 to 45 days after trial by the Citv under guard to be turned over
Firing Ceases at Tampico
of the laws of Colo
in
violation
ity
who
of
authorities.
the
Copies
military
to the Brazilian minister there,
13. Reports
Mny
Washington,
rado.
edict have been sent to officials at would guarantee his safety until he reached the
department today
navj
The murder article contains 27 spe
Nuevo
and
Monterey, Piedras Negras
rached Vera Cruz.
duel between reb
the
that
artillery
and charges Hamrock with
cifications
'
,aredo.
Concern was aroused, however, over els and federals at Tampico had ceasfor the deaths of, two
responsibility
the reported execution by Mexican ed late yesterday and that the rewomen and 11 children which result
Ameri
an
federals of Samuel Parks,
was not
SEATTLE WILL GET IT
sult of the
ed from the burning of the strikers'
from
known.
Atlangta, Gai, May 13. The commit can orderly,' who disappeared
tent colony.
,
while
tee appointed by the Imperial Council Vera Cruz several days ago,
This was, ,ww'?ed in a dispatch
with. ?0
-- ajt.Ula.
on'
tor
been
haver
deranged
beSieved
Had-nad
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine to seiect
transmitting
from Admiral
charges responsibility
account of the excessive heat Unof vices received by him from Admiral i&I,eeification,8,
the meeting place for the 1915
the deaths of five strikers, one
for
was
3
Parks
that
ficial
at
reports persist
e, today reported In favor of Se
InMayo lying off Tampico, as late
old boy and
The admiral
attle, over San Francisco. The final executed, but General Funston has o'clock this morning.
Louis
name
of
Is
list
the
the
cluded in
con
communicated nothing official
vote will be taken late today.
says the heavy firing around Tampico Tikas, leader of the Greek strikers
his
disappearaf
except
him,
3
o'clock
cerning
Tuesday
stopped about
and In charge of the tent colony, and
ance,
ternoon.
and Carlo Costa, union
A RICH MAN'S LARK
information I James Fyler
Secretary of War Garrison today
AoDarently reliable
San Diego, Cal., May 13 Investiga asked General Funston to ask tne
from the zone of the fighting is that
the lar
under
here
Three
officials
specifications
tion made by federal
Movimn nmmaniier., General Maas
at vno uujo advanced
article charge that $350 in
into the reported raising of an Amer- for information about Parks. In some iuq reoeis
ceny
&T 1Jnefl and temporarily occupied
from the person of
ican flag on May 6 by a party of
was said serious complica- unmet of the federal - trencnes. fla money was taken
it
quarters
of the
, that the ruins
Coronado
Tikas.
on
Louis
the
wealthy yachtsmen
tion iniirht arlae if it proves true mlral Mayo says It was reported the
tent colony were looted and pillaged
islands, a Mexican group off the Parks was executed.
casualties on both sides have been and that officers and militiamen per
coast of Lower California, and their
made it clear to
Bryan
Secretary
heavy.
very
mitted" the looting of the ruins.
seizure "by right of conquest," shows
that this government would welday
of
nature
was
in
the
The court martial was convened1
that the affair
come a return of Mexican lighthouse
Americanized
Cruz
Vera
.
a lark and not intended seriously. The
with Colonel W. A. Davis as presi-- J
tenders to the light on Lobos Island
via
mail
My
(By
Vera
Jiay
CnM,
as
not
is
dent and Captain Edwin A. Smith,
requiring which had been abandoned and which
incident
regarded
New Orleans, May 13.) The Ameri
Hn? as ludjre advocate. The mem- an official disavowal.
.j,
American naval forces seized for the canization of Vera Cruz goes steadily
Vera Cruz Scents Trouble
bers of the court were sworn i by
benefit of navigation. This govern- forward and everywnere there are
Vera Cruz, May 13. General Fun
Advocate Smithy who in turn
,
ment, it was reasserted, did not con-- evidences of the manifold abilities of Judge
ston need fear no trouble along his WHAT BECAME OF THE
oath administered by Presithe
took
sider the manning of the lighthouse the army and navy as advance guards
outer lines if a letter sent Into the
Davis. All members of NAVY WILL NOT BE
Colonel
dent
an act of war, but would continue to of civilization. When the American
were
in attendance except
court
the
city last night by General Navarrette,
MISSING SOLDIER? operate the light unless Huerta sends blueJacketa first landed here Admiral Captain Ralph Dorn, who was absent
in. command of, the advanced .positions
Kin- toaYic&Tia hark there.
USED AS POLICE
Fletcher was confronted with finding In Routt county on military .duty..
true Indication
"
of the Mexicans. Is
; .
j b.Mtfj 'SftFwas
H. Percival means
that
announced
v
communof transportation and
tutea
7'of the Mexicans' attitude.
to Panama, ication between hia outposts. On the Major A. H. Williams; was'Subst
of
General Navarrette addresses the FUNSTON IS ORDERED TO MAKE Dodge," former minuter
iu,
the
of
court,
place
member
as
a
IT WILL TAKE NO HAND IN AS
had1 been selected as secretary to the customs wharfs
INTO PARK'S
INVESTIGATION
there were three Colonel George M. Lee.
editor of a local newspaper, El suce-8o- ,
mediation
SISTING 00PERATIONS IN
at
the
American
DISAPPEARANCE
delegates
motor
purchasmovement
trucks,
recently
large
regarding the reported
Colonel A. C. Sharpe, United States
Is a Harvard
TAMPIC&OIL DISTRICT
Mr.
Dodge
conference.
ed In France for Huerta's army. Thes army lnspector-lustructoattended as
by his forces against. Vera Cruz.
and
Boston
in
born
44
old,
man.
of
13.
beyears
were
soon
and
commandered
were
Secretary
Washington, May
a spectator.
;'J beg that. yu deny this news,"
,
Secretary
Washingtomf.1 May., X
"since in War Garrison has- directed General a graduate of Harvard law school. He ing driven about the streets, placing
said General' Navarrette,
Major Hamrock announced that he Daniels today reiterated his determiAmerican
of
'
the
was
third
General
Oruz
secretary
ask
to
store
Vera
at
troops and
accordance with orders which we have Funston
did not care for counsel and was rea
nation not to ultilize the naval forces
Berlin in 1899 and ad
NelBon O'Shaughnessy, the Ameri
received' all offensive movements Maas, the Mexican federal comman embassy at
dy to proceed to trial immediately,
second
at Tampico as a police guard to perto
and
first
obSamuel
of
vanced
had
at
rapidly
Mexico City,
can charge
have been stopped while the armis der, what has become
were read by Judge mit the
The
charges
transwas
resumption of operations in
!
tained an automobile, shipped to Mex Advocate Smith.
Parks, the United States private, who, secretary ( at Berlin. He
tice lasts."
v
in
district
Tokio
oil
the
at
to
the
ferred
rode
was
embassy
through
ico City, and this, too,
pressed
The Americans are Informed re- while supposedly insane,
' Pleads Not
"We are not taking anyone back to
Guilty
and has not been 1906 and received his first appoint Into service. When General Funston
garding the positions of the Mexicans the Mexican line
to
said . Secretary . Daniels.
a'
of
as1907,
tein
minister
Tampico,".
the
entered
A
going
like
ment
plea
Major Hamrock
established headquarters .he found
in the vicinity of their outposts and seen or heard from since.
Hondtk-aand Salvador, then a Joint local telephone system worse than not guilty to each of the charges and tWo have brought away all except
know reasonably well their strength qulry has- been transmitted by Sec
those who have made up their minds
.
'
useless. He had the signal corp3 specifications.
So weak are they at present that the retary '.Bryan to General Huerta mission: ..v.;1
v
I not to leave."
reootd
into
the
read
Smith
town
in
minister
about
Brazilian
Captain
connecting
string wires
staff has felt no uneasiness regarding- through the
audience
will
Wilson
President
Time
give
had.
John
.
notified
Final Attackat Any
outposts, and the important points if a statement that he
the outcome of any aggressive move- Mexico City. It has been, reported
dis--. today to a 'delegation of oil men rep
'
.
MavJohn
13.
final
and
McLennan,
.:
Mexican
A
Lawson
:
The
Merico.
R,,
fn
death
met
the
that Parks
the city.;
,'
i
mehL
American "com
''
'"'
V '"
;"
attack on- - Tampico
constitutionaliet
The Hzht and power station nad trict officers of the United Mine resenting the various
There exists a vague apprehension lines.
the
interested
in
Tampico oil
the
time
and
'.he
panies
of
the
ex
no
is
of
out
commission
place
out
Workers,
by
at the Mr. Garrison said today he had
been out
tevdoDtnient
has not yet taken place,
oil
American
7vthe
On
fields.
that
May
official Information concerning' Parks pected at an ytime, according to mes retreating federate and the trolley court martial would convene;
capital. This not traceable to anyfields
Interested
in
the
men
Tampico
to
en
cared
witnesses
produce
Genoffl- fate.
they
He said
any
line stenned. While the eiectr'cai
sages received here today from
specific information, but staff
mass meeting in New York at
''cars and many away from headquar- reported unconfirmed stories repeat- eral Pablo Gonzales, the constitution gineers of the fleet were try ng to would be examined, and that they had held a
were adopted urg
resolutions
which
de
their
of
to
advise
into
and
promised
generator
ters appear convinced- that Provision- ed to him concerning the executlos of alist commander. The families of all pnt the dynamos
take steps to
this
that
government
ing
condition
the
cision
in
today.
left
wnririTi?
the
American
bluejackets
boats,
the
have
crisis
ciby
private.
foreigners
al President'Huerta must face a
threatened
interests
oil
was
the
the
Benedict
protect
W.
burro
Lieutenant R,
Mr. Garrison said bis future course according to the message.
pressed Into service many little
within a few days.
The committee
revolutionists.
called.
by
witness
first
Bravo
will depend entirely on the nature of
federal
The
began carts.
gunboat
Admiral's Servant Arrested
The conrt martial as it convened then was appointed to visit President
the replies to Inquiries now being a bombardment of the constitutional
OPINION
OF
DIVISION
outskirts
on
a
war
state
in
hill
and
the
today consists of Colonel Wl A. Davis, Wilson r..
ist position
Rear Admiral Fletcher servant, a made jointly by the
Colonsl
meetColonel Edward Verdeckberg,
of the city and a school house occu-dpe- d
Washington, May 13. After a
Filipino, has been placed under ar- departments.
cur- George
lingenfelter, Major J. B.
by the constitutionalists at 8 Ing of the senate banking and
rest in the Mexican lines, according to "There is nothing to be gained by
IN OGDEN
t EARTHQUAKE
A. Jolly, Major
Chairman
Goodman,MaJorW.
commission
fire
today.
we
what
before
know
The
excited
last
o'clock
artillery
night
rency
a report which reached headquarters getting
13. An earthAdvocate
May
Utah,
Dgden,
A..
and
author
Williams
been
Judge
had
he
R
of the gunboat was badly diracted, Owen announced
today. ' When the servant disappear the facts are," the secretary added.
duration ocsecond's
a
over
of
Dorn
A."
on
Edwin'
mitquake
XDaptain Ralph
to. write a favorable report
General Funston's official report in according to the message, doing no
ed It was believed he had deserted.
th'.s
. here
O'clock
10:1
.
'
at
curred
was"
absent.
stock
exchanges.
It was learnd the Filipino had no In the Parks case so far has been confin- damage and wounding no one la the his bill to regulate
octo
consternation
was
act
morning, causing
Benedict testified that ha
were present
tention of deserting, but had entered ed to the assertion that the American constitutionalist ranks. The constitu Onlv neven members
and- breakttf
tall
buildings
cupants
under
as
Major
"battaliontook
bill
to
the
adjutant
ing
the territory controlled by the Mex- soldier, with two horses, disappeared tionalist forces have been. In constant and those opposed
was Hamrock. He said Corporal Patton ing large', windows in the business
lean troops in 'order to get mangoes through the Mexican lines and has not touch with the federal outpos's for the position later that no quorum
1
brought him a letter from a woman district.
several days and there have been present.
since been- heard from.
for the admiral's mess.

Washington, May 13. That General
Iluerta, (preparing for a crisis In his
dictatorship, has long been planning
to leave Mexico City with, his troops
and make a last stand at Puebla, midway between Mexico City and Vera
?ruz, was understood today to have
been told President Wilson last night
by Nelson O'Shaughnessy, former
charge of the American embassy in
la for last refue In case rebel assail- The president, it is said, was informed that Huerta had picked Pueb-l- a
for last refuge Incase rebel assailants got too close to Mexico City and
that late developments in the revolution had caused him already to begin
fortifying and provisioning Puebla.
Mr. O'Shaughnessy Is said to have
told the president that Huerta had
no intention of resigning, but that the
Mexican dictator realized that his
regime could not last long. At Puebla,
According to plans said to have been
determined on months ago, he would
fight rather than consent to elimination.
Realizing that he eventually must
be. deposed, Huerta, It is said, desires
to acquire as much glory as possible
before the inevitable happens.
Mn. O'Shaughnessy is said further to
have told the president that the number of troops which Huerta has at his
command la greatly exaggerated and
that, as a matter of fact, they number only 4,000 to 6,000 men.
Neither Zapata nor Villa would
have any great difficulty in- - taking
the city, is understood to be the view
Mr. O'Shaughnessy
expressed. His
Information is along the line of other
reports; reaching the government within the last few weeks. Further information from these sources is that
Huerta has been chipping gold abroad,
In contemplation of his ultimate exile.
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FREEH!

Washington, May 13. The French
embassy, today received advices from
the French legation In Mexico City
stating htat United States Vice Consul John R. Silliman, who has been
held by federal authorities in Saltlllo
was on .his, way to Mexico City under guardt vAt Mexico City Silliman
will h turned over to the Brazilian
minister and allowed to proceed t
Vera Cruz.
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WILL SAVE REFUGEES
orSan Diego. , Qai May
ders received by wireless from Rear
Admiral Howard, now off Mazatlan,
the monitor Cheyenne at San Pedro,
Cal.,twill leave today for San Quintin,
Ixwer CaJIfornUv 235 mile from Saa
Diso.-Ther- e
Is a party of about 60
American refugees there and it is be- l3.-t;U-

Admiral Howard
of representations;

is acting as a result
to tna state

aepart-me-

nt

by Claude E. Guyant, former
American consul at Ensenada, Lower
California. Th Tefncees- wm b
brought to San Diego;
-

THOMAS' PREDICAMENT
13. Senator
May
Washington,
Thomas of Colorado today stated In
the senate that after listening to th
debate on the repeal bill he had decided that exemption from tolls of
American coastwise vessels was unwarranted discrimination under the
treaty. He said h
favored the repeal. Senator Thomas,
while he faIn concluding, announ-evored repeal, he felt the party platform bound him to vote against repeal, particularly since he had been a,
candidates on that reform.
,

d
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diseases other than pul
monary, Brlght's disease and nephritis, and deaths from violence. The
Small Dots Grew Larger. Scales
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OFFICERS OF THE
ARMY STUDYING
FRANCE

Klngsley. George T. Wilson, Samuel
,
V.
James Brown and Mc- will come from New
Hawkes
Pougall
York while delegations equally, largo
will irotably come from 25. other
American cities, among them Boston,
Raltimore, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, LouiBVille,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chicago, St.
Louis, Kansas City. Detroit, Minneapolis, St Paul, Omaha, Denver,
Portland, Ore., and San Fran
cisco.
Edward A. Filene of Boston and the
other American members of the permanent committee which has officers
in Rrussels are endeavoring to eor- eanlze the international association of
chambers of commerce so that it shall
become a more vital body. The permanent committee now has only the
function of carrying out the resolutions passed by the biennial
The American representation desires to have a committee
which will take lip and carry through
new business as it arises during the
intervals between the biennial sessions of the congress. The committee would be authorized to take a
referendum of the membershrip In
the manner now done by the chamber of commerce In the United States
of America, organized in Washington
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blocks. In length, She is 100 feet
in width and has a tonnage of 58,- 000.
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Not only does the Vaterland eclipse
all previous records for size, but she
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and furnish her magnificent salons, Aerlos A
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aje. Each
dining-roomSeries' B 1.30 Each
grand hall and suites. Series B-- goc. Each
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Each
The woodwork is of solid mahogany. Scries C 65c. Each
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The main dining-rooresembles COMBINATION PAINTlNd BOARD (Charpas)
the banquet hall of a great hotel. It
For Oil Paint Water Color
will accomodate 800 diners at one Pastel.
Charcoal, Chalk or Pencil. Can be fixed
time. The great size and steadiness
by steam, being beld in front of a steaming
kettle
of the vessel have made it possible
to furnish the diningroom with mov
CANVAS FOR OIL PAINTING1
Semi Fin Ccnlt hr Cittlot
able chairs, In place of the swivel i
ao8 Broaaway, N. seats attached to the floors, common New Vork)ffice,
to ocean steamships.
In addition to
the main dining-roothe big ship ed like a private house. Elevators
has a
restaurant, a grill take the passengers from ons dec)
room and a palm garden.
to another. For the millionaires the
Everything on the Vaterland has staterooms are as beautiful as the
been designed to look as much like a skill of the first decorators of the
sumptious hotel and as little like a world can make them. In the regal
ship as human Ingenuity can do it suites, as they are called, there are
The windows are shaped and curtain- - two bathrooms, two bedrooms, a din
o
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STEAMSHIP
IN THE
WORL6 WILL LEAVE HAMBURG TOMORROW

LARGEST

-

Hamburg; May

The

13.

greatest

departure tomorrow of the steamship
Vaterland on her maiden voyage to
New York. The Vaterland has the
distinction of being the largest craft
In the world. She belongs to the Hamburg-American
line and a number of
the high officials of that company
are going on her initial trip. In addition, the big ship will carry a thousand or more first and second-clas- s
passengers, among those on the (booking lists being many Americans and
Europeans of prominence.
While closely resembling her famous sister ship, the Imperator, the
Vaterland exceeds her in all dimensions. The new queen of the seas
measures 930 feet, or nearly five city

1

V-

Ritz-Carlt-

The Right
Way to Roll
arette

tfrW

I. In fingers of left hand, hold
cigarette paper curved, so as to
receive the tobacco. Pour right
quantity of "Bull" Durham out
of muslin sack with right hand,
strewing tobacco evenly in paper.
'

II. Then place your two thumbs
next to each other in the middle
of the paper in this position.

and reception room. The
bedsteads are of brass, without a
sugegstlon of the bunk about them.
Special attention has been paid to
the arrangement of the lights and the
o.'tset space. The nukes are furnished in a variety of decorative styles
.md color schemes to satisfy every
tiitle.
The second cabin has Its "special
dining-roomand
social
ladies'
lounge and. smoking room. The third
caltdn also has its separate public
rooms, and its staterooms are built
'o eccomodate two and four persons,
u the steerage of the Vaterland th3
passengers, InitPAd of being placed In
cne large room, a on most ship)!.
have separate cabins, arranged for
families and for small groups of men
and of women.
Every conceivable precaution has
been taken in the construction and
equipment of the Vaterland to assure
the safety as well as the comfort of
the passengers and crew. Like all
great ocean liners constructed since
the Titanic disaster, the big ship
has a complete Inner skin, extending
far above the waterline. The watertight compartments are so arranged
that even though a large number of
them were flooded the ship would still
float. An innovation is a complete
fire department, with a system of sig
ing-roo-

J

j

IV. Shape the cigarette by rolling it with the thumbs, as you
draw them apart.

t

nals covering every part of the ship,
and a staff of fire fighters recruited
from the fire departments of German
cities. There are, of course, In ad
dition to this numerous other safety
devices, such as submarine signals
and lifeboats and rafts sufficient to
accommodate everyone aboard. Her
powerful wireless apparatus will en
able her to keep continuously in
touch with lani
The Vaterland will make the run
between Hamburg and New York In
seven days, at an average speed of
about twenty-tw-o
knots an hour. Her
four powerful propellers set a new
standard for size In such construc
tion. Each has a diameter of nine
teen feet seven inches and weighs
nearly fifteen tons. The propellers
are made of the finest quality of man
en
ganese bronze.
gines, driven by a dozen double boilers, will propel the great steamship.
For navigation purposes a Krlesel
compass, pointing always to the true
pole, will be used. This instrument
is entirely independent of the earth's
magnetism.
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"BULL" DURHAM

A CLEVER

rui
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n
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SMOKINO TOBACCO
each Sc
--

VII. This is NOT the way to make
a cigarette. The thumbs not
m the index fingers should be used.
9
JSVi

IWn'qffi

jrao

Enough for 40

hand-mad-

e

cigarettes in

sack)

Enough "BULL" DURHAM is sold in a year to make approximately
ciga12 BILLION cigarettes
many as all brands of ready-mad- e
This
still
the
sales
are
combined
2nd
growing.
rettes in this country
the
of
smokers
that
the
they roll for
cigarettes
prefer
majority
proves
themselves, to their own liking, from "BULL" DURHAM Tobacco,
to any ready-mad- e
cigarette they can buy.
The rich, fresfi fragrance and smooth, mellow, satisfying flavor of "BULL"

Most Children's

hand-mad- e
cigarettes are a revelation. Take advantage of this free
learn to roll your own, and enjoy the most satisfying luxury in the world.

DURHAM

offer

These Free books of La Croix Wheat Straw
Cigarette Papers are offered by the enterprising merchants whose names appear below.
Their supply of La Croix Whect Straw is
limited and they cannot obtain more so call on the nearest of these
dealers right away. Get a 5c sack of "BULL" DURHAM
md ask for the free book of La Croix Wheat Straw Cigarette papers.

--

1

up-to-d-

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

O. L. GREGORY,

STEARNS' GROCERY

COMPANY,

F, V. HANSON, O. G. SCHAEFER, RED CROSS DRUG CO, Old Town,

POSTMASTER

Santa Fe, May 13. Postmaster
Pfleuger received a letter from A. K.
Parker of Denver, Colorado, asking
his help to locate a Santa Fe man,
whom Parker had met last year but
whose name he had forgotten and who
came from the same state, Pennsylvania. To helplo cate the man. Parker drew a map locating the home
of his accidental acquaintance Pfleuger saw at a (glance that it was
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien that
Parker was trying to find and deliverletter to Ervien.
ed the enclosed
Pfleuger's diagnosis proved to be correct Parker asked the land commissioner for information about the Ramon Vigil grant on which Parker,
who is an, old hotel man, would like
to manage a hostelry for visitors to
the clift dwellings.

GENUINE

VII. With fir
c!c:3 ends of
cigarette by twisting the paper,
and you have a cigarette properly made, properly shaped and
ready to smoke.

t3.t

Adv.

afford lasting enjoyment to millions of experienced smokers. The object of this
free offer is to induce more smokers to roll their own cigarettes from ripe, mellow

M

CURIO STORE,

one-hal-

rapers
igareire
of "Bull" Durham Tobacco

WHEAT STRAW papers

.

d

To Every Purchaser of a 5c Sack

VI. Moisten the projecting edge
of the paper.

BAILY

MILITIA DIDN'T

pne-thir-

V. Hold the cigarette in your
right hand, and

IV

1

ant that the denomination has held in
many years. Changes in the methods of work of the different church
boards and a proposal to move the
headquarters of all the boards to thia
city will be discussed and acted upon.
The foreign mission board now has
its offices in Richmond, while the
headquarters of the home mission.
board are in Atlanta. Present indi
cations point to the selection of
Houston as the meeting place for

..

the

III. And roll the cigarette on the
lower fingers, so that the index
fingers move up and the thumbs
move down. With the thumbs,
gently but firmly force the edge
of the paper over the tobacco, and

13, 1914.

THE DENVER CHAMBER OF COM.
next year's convention.
MERCE ISSUES A LETTER REGARDING STRIKE BATTLES
Dull Feeling Swollen Hands and Feet
Due to Kidney Trouble
Santa Fe, May 13. Governor W. C.
Tour kidneys need help when your
McDonald, upon hia return from State hands and
feet thicken, swell up, and
college, found the following state you feel dull and sluggish. Take Foment and appeal from the Denver ley Kidney Pills. They are tonic, stimchamber of commerce upon his desk ulating and strengthening and restore
and expressed considerable Interest your kidneys to healthy normal action.
Try them. O. O. Schaefer and Red
In it:
Cross Drug Store.-Ad- v.
"The deplorable conditions arising
out st the coal strike in Colorado KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS MEET
have necessitated the calling of fed
Belolt, Wis., May 13. The annual
eral troops to the assistance of the convention of the Wisconsin division,
governor and local authorities and of the Knights of Columbus is in seshave attracted the attention of the sion here, with large delegations in
whole country. .
attendance from Milwaukee, Oshkosh,
Certain newspapers of Denver, the La Crosse, Green Bay, Eau Claire and
Rnhaciiba for Tbe) OptM
capital of the state, have grossly mis other cities of the state. The business
represented the actual facts. They sessions will continue two days and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
have published accounts of the
will be interspersed with automobile
in
.battle
rides and other features of entertain
the
coal
fields
and
furnished
room
FOR.
One
RENT
sent them abroad over the country. ment,
house; 3 month. Phone Main 351.
In these accounts they have charged
the state militia with niassaerine Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start Your
women and children, and by their
3
Liver to Working!
1
inn muni
,
55E
i""V
It beats all how quickly Foley Ca
lurid statements have Incited ignorant
men to commit acts of lawlessness in. thartic Tablets liven your liver, overcome constipation
make you- - feel
attacking coal mines and the defend- lively and active again. J. L. Mc- ers thereof, including the state militia, Knlght, Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
which attacks have resulted in great disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing
destruction of life and propertyi.
Foley Cathartic Tablets gave me."
"In truth and in fact the state
They're a wonder. O. G. Schaefer
have killed no women or chil- and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
dren, and none have been killed by
any person or persons. Two women
and eleven children were found dead
from suffocation in & cellar under a
tent, where they had gone without
the knowledge of the militia. Others
were discovererl, by the state militia
in similar lpaces and were rescued by
them at great risks to themselves.
One boy of 12 was shot in one of
the fights, but by whom and under
what circumstances is not known.
"Because of this situation
this
chamber deems it to be its duty to
enter its vigorous protest against the
and Incitements to
misrepresentations
White
Supply
violence which have gone out from
newspapers of this city, and to sup
port the governor and. the authorities,
state and national in the enforced3r
jA
ment of law and order. While eome
things maly have been done by indi
viduals which are not to be defended,
which is always the case when indus
trial contests reach an acute stage,
this chamber asks the affiliated organizations to urge their members
and through them the people of the
whole country to reserve their Judg
aisiI
ment and give full credit to the gov
ernor and all those acting under him;,
on
iia. Ua
including the state militia, for au
honest purpose and effort to maintain
the new electric stove that operlaw and order and the protection of
ates from any lamp-socke-t,
and
life and property in this state under
does regular family cooking with
P'icuiifuTj trying clrcumatanc as. '
f
to
lest current
than would be required by any
Relieves Bladder Distress and
other electric stove on the market.
Weaknes
It costs only a few cents, an
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses
disappear when the, kidneys are strong
hour, to operate
and healthfully active. Take Foley
and the saving of labor and dis
Kdiney Pills for that burning, scaldcomforts of cooking the oldrway
painful action-heaving sensation-irregular- ,
sore feeling and bladder dis
is worth many, many times that!
STRAW are the finest cigarette papers in the vvorld.
LA
tress. You will like their tonic res
Besides you can buy it (thia
in
sold
5c
and
of
the
torative effect he relief from pain
globe
They are made in France, used in every corner
no week only)
Contain
results.
good
quick
Tobacco rolled in LA
books everywhere.
harmful drugs. Try them. O. O.
.V
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
makes fresh, fragrant, hand -- made cigarettes that
llvsr

interest Is being taken here in the

APRIL

slMPKINS BROS., Old Town

price

$2.5 Of
(My

11

to 16)

Summer is coming
a
hot, stifling ays
days when kitchen cooking will
be almost unbearable
but you can escape It
J
buy a
.
Cooking will be a pleasure, then,
on thg hottest day
you can work in the shade of the
porch, or anywhere there, is a convenient lamp-sockto attach the
stove
Glo-Stov-

et

do lighJt cooking right oa the
dining table, if you like.
All the heat is applied to the
cooking, instead of part of it being
uselessly radiated into the air and
insufferably overheating the room
Your kitchen will always be comfortable as freshly cool as the

Diseases Start With

a Cold
Restlessness, feverishness, an lnflam- ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
whooping cough is starting in. Give
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly., it
helps the cWdren so ry much, aad
Mrs. Shipps, RaymondsviUe, Mo., says:
I got fine results from it and it is a
great medicine for whooping cough.'
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
BAPTISTS CONVENE
anNashville, Tenn., May IV-T- he
nual meeting of the Southern Bap
tist convention, the largest delegated
religious body in the world, opened
here today and will continue in session Until next Monday. The convention promises to be the most import

half

Surely you want such surpassing
comfort, and convenience, when,
the economy is so apparent.

SOUTHERN

SEE EL

.

GLO-STOV-

TODAY

Las Veas Light '&
Power Company

1

LAi

roll
for the designation of New Mexico
exposiday at (W Panama-Californi- a
tion, at which New Mexico will be
represented with a '120,000 building
ESTABLISHED 1879
and a $30,000 exhibit In addition to
In the ethnological
representation
and
the
4140,000 Santa Fe
building
Published by
railroad exhibit.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
What day would suit most New,
(Incorporated)
Mexicans who Intend to visit San
Diego during 1915, to get together for
Editor. a rousing New .Mexico celebration in
M. M, PADGETT
tne New Mexico auditorium? The
exposition will be open throughout the
year, every day except Sunday, and
the state deciding earliest will have
first choice of dates for their state
Entered St the postotflc at East
New Mexico may well be proud
Ui Vegas, New Mexico (or trans-alsaio- day.
of the display that will be made on
through the United State its behalf and New Mexico
day should
fulls aa second class matter.
be the most notable state day on the
Ttoautiful exposition grounds. There
will also be special days for each New
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Mexico ounty and for each of the
Dally, by Carrier
$ .05 larger cities but it Is New Mexico day
Per Copy
One Week
J5 above all that 6hoild see the largest
.66 concourse of New Mexicans ever held
One Month
7.50 In California.
One Year
For those reasons the New Mexico
Daily, by Mall
...6.00 board desires the papers of the state
One Tear (In advance)
3.00 to lend their aid. to tafee a poll of all
lx Month! (In advance)-- ..
7.00 those interested and every
citizen
.- One Year (In arrears)
3.75 should be Interested, whether he can
tlx Months (In arrears) .
go to the fair or not. Readers of the
newspapers 6hould drop to editors
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
letters suggesting a date or write di
GROWER
rect to the board of exposition man
32.00
One Year
agers so that a decision may be reach
1.00
.
Six Months
ed that will please, the greatest num
her.
(Cash In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft 'or money SHOT AT A RABBIT;
we will not
rder. It
fee responsible for loss.
KILLED COMPANION
' Specimen copies free on application.

THE DAILY OPTIC

GOVERNOR

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
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OFFICER COLLINS KEEPS A
fAV-

IS ACCUSED OF
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PULSE

MURDER
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THIS IS THE

REASON HE HAS
BEEN SO SUCCESSFUL WITH
LOS ANGELES HERALD

five-tenth-

m

seat-otherw-

-

HAND ON PUBLIC

OTHER STATE OFFICIALS WILL
'Continued from Page One)
PARTICIPATE IN PAGEANTS
FOR THE MOVIES
mill levy to cover
ing a
the military expenses. by taking a reSanta Fe, May 13. Governor Mo cess at 2 o'clock. " .
odier officials, are to appear In the
'
.
Will Confiscate Guns
Donald the state educational and
Trinidad. Colo., May 13. With the
moving pictures which will be taken
at Santa Fe on May 20, when at a time limits within which all persons
school rally, there in the strike district are commanded
grand outof-door- s
will be parades and pageants by the to give up their arms expiring at 5
school children, all to be caught by o'clock today Colonel James Lockett
the moving picture Alms for repro announced that a total of about 3.000
duction at the New Mexico building on guns of all descriptions had been turn
the San Diego exposition grounds in ed over to the federal troops. He
said that he had received no orders
1915.
This week, moving pictures are be to search for weapons, but that after
ing taken of the pageant at Tucum- 5 o'clock any arms found in possession
cart, which is part of the historic of unauthorized persons would be con- scenario prepared by the woman's fiscated.
The number of guns rifles, shot
auxiliary committee. From Santa Fe,
the moving picture operator will go guns ana revolvers surrenaerea oy
to Alamogordo, there to take pictures the strikers was announced as 652,
of school life and school processions exclusive of the shipment of 300 rifles
on May 22. On May 24, he will be at taken by ,the troops upon Its arrival at
State College to include the activities a railroad station. Operators have
of the agricultural college and the turned over 840 rifles, shotguns and
pistols and five machine guns. One
public schools in the great film.
Unfortunately, neither Albuquerque machine gun was received from pri
nor Bernalillo county, have thus far vate citizens,, and Colonel Lockett in
made any effort to be adequately rep- timated that these soon would be re
stored to their owners. The figures
resented! at the Panama-CalifornHuerexposition, which will be visited by given are for Las Animas and
counties.
fano
is
which
and.
more
or
7,000,000 people
Colonel Lockett made it plain that
certain to be followed Iby a great infhad no orders for a search of
he
to
,these
flux of capital and people
tent colonies or of the moun
houses,
have
Mexico
which
New
sections
of
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT VICTORIANO CACHUPI HAD NAP.
for
tains
gins thought to be conceal
seized this opportunity to advertise
EXPIRATION OF TIME
ROW ESCAPE FROM LYNCH'1
ed.
weapons .taken alter &
Any
dollar
For
spent
themselves.
every
PAID FOR
ING WHEN TOYA DIED :ni"
will be confiscated
by any county or city for advertising o'clock, however,
not
to
their owners. One
and
returned
certain
is
at
San Diego, it
Santa Fe, May 13. A killing under purposes
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
of cavalry, froni Fort Wingate,
troop
and
new
one
least
secure
to
at
family
unusual circumstances was reported
N. M., was expected to reach Oak
tergest dally and weekly circulation
to District Attorney M. U a thousand dollars of new capital inyesterday
New
northern
f any newspaper la
Creek, in Routt county, tonight Or to
stock
in
either
vested
houses,
lands,
Vigil of Albuquerque, who came up to
morrow. Major W. A, Holbrook start
Mexico.
Santa Fe on other official matters, or industrial enterprises. Thej (expoed for Routt county today to take
the
of
St.
because
at
sition
Iouis,
The relatives of the dead man were so
of any federal troops to be
command
Colonel
TELEPHONES
wrought up that they threatened to clever advertising of the late
in that district.
stationed
of
bureau
the
immigraand
Main 2 lynch Victorlano Cachupi, who is ac- Max Frost
(Business Office
Two men arrived yesterday from
Influx
of
100,000
an
in
resulted
tion,
Main 2 cused of being' the cause of death of
News Department
California seeking work in the mines.
Pasqual Toya. ' District Attorney Vigil new settlers to New Mexico who prac
Upon their arrival they told the mili
gave Cachupi a preliminary hearing tically created the dry farming coun
authorities that they had been
in the office of Federal District At ties and added millions to the money tary
..WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1914.
and that, having discovered
deceived,
then
the
in
circulation
throughout
torney Summers Burkhart at the fed
etlll was unsettled,
the
strike
that
fJKICU LAWBREAKERS A eral building. Deputy Sheriff L. R, territory, resulting in the building of they wanted to be sent back home,
railroads
new
of
miles
of
hundreds
MENACE TO SOCIAL
McDonald, who la also the govern
Colonel Lockett declined to Interfere.
ORDER
ment farmer at1 the pueblo of Jemez and the founding of scores of now
Union Man Makes Statement
did
invest
modest
a
brought in "Cachupi, an unmarried towns. Never
of
Diamond.. . in charge
William
'
The blatant demagogues who preach Jemez Indian who speaks English arid ment in advertising pay any common union
a
Issued
ntoday
headquarters,
as
did
the showing
to working people the gospel of ha Spanish well anH'are a straight for wealth bo well
con
He
on
disarmament
statement
ired against success are sowing the ward story of what he Called an ac New Mexico made at SL Louis. The tended
that, practically all the arms
results from the San Diego exposition
seeds of mischief, and the police are
in
possession of the Btrikers in Las
Last Friday Cachupi was out rab will be still more marvelous, for the
right In taking harsh measures for
Animas
county had been surrendered
their
suppression whenever they bit hunting with Toya one mile from throngs on which San Diego counts
"In the battle of Ludlow on April
Mexico
New
either
will
pass through
transcend tne legitimate limits oi Jemez. Toya, who ie a Jemez In20," Diamond said, "there were 17
tfree speech. Yet there can be no per- dian also, and a man of family, hay coming and going and what they will
guns In the tent colony. After that,
to
investi
will
Induce
see
there
many
manent remedy for this form of ing wife and 'four children, stooped,
the strikers appealed to their friends
mischievous trouble-makin- g
until the it 6eemaJ wit '' of Cachupi'a sight. gate at least, New Mexico s re
in Trinidad. As a result, about 200
reproach shall be removed from our Cachupi blazed away at what he sources.
rifles were loaned to the strikers in
courts which send a man to jail for thought was a ribbit in the under
Las Animas county. These have
brush and the bullet struck Toya in
he theft of a loaf of bread and
been returned to their owners, who
No
the crime of him who "forgets" the leg.
physician was called in DOVE OF PEACE IS
presumably have turned them over to
or mislays a million dollars belonging and on Sunday Toya died from blood
federal troops. The only shipment
the
to a corporation or despoils a great poisoning. He was buried Monday
of guns which reached this county
property for the benefit of a few un afternoon amidst- great lamentations
RUDELY JOSTLED was immediately surrendered by us.
and threats to lynch Cachupi. who
scrupulous directors.
We bought a few guns, from local
Until "guilt la made personal" for was taken In custody and to safety by
dealers;
these, so far as possible have
the rich corporation manager as inex- McDonald.
A
surrendered.
been
Sheriff Emiliano Lucero also at FIGHTERS IN OFFICE OF SECREorably as for the poor devil of a law
must be remembered also that
"It
HIS
DISTURB
BRYAN
TARY
breaker there will be basis for the tended the preliminary examination.
large parties of Ureeks from New
FAVORITE BIRD
complaints of agitators and fomenters Toya was- 40 years o age and besides
Mexico came here during the fighting,
of social discontent to justify them In hie wife and children is survived by
as did many sympathizers from Fre13.
dove
The
of
May
Washington,
the eyes of the unthinking. Until ar- his father and mother.
peace in the office of Secretary of mont county. These men brought
bitrary tyranny on the .part of an em- State Bryan was rudely disturbed to- their own guns, and took them home
.ployer and his agents is denounced
with them.
CHAVES WAS BOOSTER
day when ;Jacob E. Conner, formerly
just as unsparingly as Is the attempt-- j Santa Fe, ,May 13. "Colonel 3r consul
"There were, altogether, about 300
and,
Frank
St.
at'
Petersburg,
ed tyranny of the labor unionist whoi Franco Chaves was the
men
of
with, guns in Trinidad on the
originator
N. Bauskett, Secretary Bryan's confi
: seeks to overthrow
the liberty of la-t- the new school
building propaganda dential clerk, engaged in a fist fight. morning of April 25. As nearly as
the plea for observance of the throughout New Mexico," said AttorMr. Conner objected to being delayed we can estimate, there are not more
3 aw 3 will fall upon deaf ears.
ney General Frank W. Clancy today In Secretary Bryan's anteroom while than 25' strikers In Las Animas coun
In the final results one form of in
referring to the remarkable school other visitors saw the secretary, and ty who are holding gums. We are
wrongdoing is as evil as another, but building campaign1' of Coanty Superin
in an, argument with Baus making every, effort to round up
hen to such unsocial acts is added tendent John V. Conway of Santa Fe engaged
which
developed into a physical these men and get them to surrender
kett,
the power to evade the legal conse- county, who within a year has put encounter. The
combatants were se their arms."
quence, to secure Immunity from pun- 40 modern school houses under way
Work on the new tent colony at
nose was
Bauskett's
ater
ishment, the effect Is to deepen dis- and secured ft 4,000 of state aid for parated and Conner's cheek was
Ludlow
was continued today. Up to
cut
content and reinforce the weapons of the purpose. Colonel Chaves would bruised
Mr. Conner said he had made several this morning only one tent had been
he enemies of social order.
go Into a district and ten the people: ineffectual attempts to see Secretary erected, the strikers having been deAll of us, and especially those who "I know that you have no money for
Bryan to find out why n had been layed while waiting for lumber. The
njoy the world's riches and oppor school houses but you can give time
new coloney will be laid "out in streets
dlsmissd from the service.
tunities, must heed the Injunction and 'labor. You build your own
i
with spaces of 30 feet between tents.
against seeking to remove the mote houses, why can't you build your;own
Each nationality will be in a separate
i i; COBB IS A BOOSTER
In a brother's eye, not .perceiving the school honsejs?" It ' was this cam
with a leader in command.
division,
Lawrence, Kan., May 13. "Sound
beam that is in our own. The spec- - paign of Colonel Chaves that inaugurPeter .Qulnu will he in Tcharga ;bf the
denot
to
lead
the
does
tacle of powerful but unpunished law- ated the movement for modern school advertising
entire colony..
breakers is Infinitely more perilous houses that la now bearing such struction of the saving instinct of the
Diamond said that as soon as the
nor
to
reckless
the
American people
than the excesses of the ignorant and abundant truitt t, o'jui.
colony was populated a census would
spending of their money. It leads to be
violent, and until this fact is frankly
furnished to the army authorities
Intelligent and rational spending.'
faced the demagogues will find fruitin compliance with the demand of Col- was
a
tn
MINE
statement
A
COAL
made
This
STATE
"pa
, . ... .is"'-ful field for the propagation of their
13. The state is to per by Irvln 8. Cobb, magazine writ uhbi ljocKera.
Santa
May
Fe,
doctrines.
Philadelphia
dangerous
of the Na
go into coal mining as a .business. er, read at today's session
Public Ledger. ?"
:
Two Thousand Guns Taken
Erveln and tional Newspaper conference. Mr.
o- T.and Commissioner R.-was
B.
Cobb's
McManus
answer
in
J.
Warden
paper
prepared
Penitentiary
Washington, May 13 Colonel Locka school section near to the question ' "Is advertising de-- ett at Trinidad, Colo, reported to the
explored
today
OEXICAKS ASKED Cerrillos. southern- - Santa Fe county, troylng the thrift of the nation?"
war department today that up to date
Mr. Cobb said In his opinion no ar- 2,678 fire arms had been surrendered
on which they discovered a rein of
DATE good coal, almost 20 inches thick, ticle, however widely advertised, could to the military authorities Ja the
TO
cropping out on an abrupt slope. The be forced on the readers' of newspa- Trinidad district The arms were
rein is Just five feet above the level pers and magazines unless it ' had turned in as follows: From strikers,
A DAY WILL BE DEVOTED TO of the ground and could be worked merit He said he did not believe 652; operators, 745; other citizens,
PEOPLE OF THIS STATE AT
and 6,000 rounds of ammunition.
very easily by tunneling. It is pro- newspapers made "subtle appeals to
'
SAN DIEGO FAIR
He also reported that 300 rifles and
posed to put a number of convicts to their readers to spend."
Addresses were made' at today's .000 rounds of ammunition were
work on the prospect and to supply
Santa Fe, May 13. A referendum the penitentiary and other public in- session of the conference by Richard takea from the railroads to transit,
hrourft the New Mexico newspapers stitutions with coal, thus saving an H. Waldo, advertising manager of a with the consent of the strikers, to
e&wsA by the exposition managers enormous sum annually to the state. New York magazine and others.
whom they were consigned.
j
T
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GRADUATION

"The Fourth Estate, a New York
newspaper magazine, has the following to say. about E. R. Collins, formerly city editor of The Optic and
now managing editor of the Los An
geles Herald:
"The fact that Edwin R. Collins,
managing editor of the Los Angeles
Evening Herald, works close up with
the circulation department and thus
at all times feels the pulse of the
reading public Is responsible to no
small extent for its great popularity
and wonderful circulation growth.
and
",Mr Collins, who fashions
shapes the reading contents of the
paper, makes it a special point to
mix at close range with the circulation department and thus knows each
day just which stories were most
popular with the paper's 120,000 read
ers.
"In this manner the features that
the people want are certified to-- by
the people themselves, and the ones
that they do not want are speedily
found out about
"It is the salesman who knows Just,
what his customers buy, and. iB,;,fhe
making of newspapers the editor is
the manufacturer and not the sales
man; but if he keeps in touch with
his circulation department which is
his sales force then he can never fall
to know what is best for him to display upon his counters.
"Once he has, gained that knowledge he must be a poor editor if he
cannot deliver the goods. That Mr.
Collins has delivered in big bunches
is evidenced by the Herald's great
circulation department In its splendid
field."

PRESENTS
NEED NOT BE COSTL Y

TO BE GOOD; ...
This year we hare more presents suitable lor
the boys than ever before.

And lor the girls you can always find
thing to please them

.

'Dutch'' Leonard is showing
the Red

well on "the mound for
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TAUPERT'S
Hare you seen the new Leather Novelties?

up
Sox.

He probably would have won several
more games so far this season if the
Sox had been able to deliver a few
hits for him.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 13. The market

growth of the,, winter crop in the
southwest was so far advanced that
but little damage need be expected.
There were also advices that spring
wheat seeding was about complete
and that, despite contrary predictions,
the acreage would be virtually norcent
mal. Prices, opened
off to
up and then gradually declined ail
to
around. The close was firm at
above last .night
and Liverpool
Argentine rains
strnegth about only a slight temporary advance in corn. The market
became easy with, wheat and! was also
affected by the seasonable progress
of domestic planting.
Quotations,
cent lower to
cent
started
higher and ,7 later fell beneath last
off
night The close was steady
to
cent up compared with last
'

closed easy today. Speculation was
sluggish and uncertain until weakness
of several stocks diffused a heavier
tone. Pressure against the coalers
and the steady fall in Canadian Pa
cific induced short selling, and prices
gave way fractionally toward the end.
The last sales were as follows:
72
Amalgamated Copper
104
Sugar .
95
,
Atchison
164
Reading
91
Southern Pacific
155
"Union Pacific
night
59
United States Steel
Bears took advantage of the oats
108
United States Steel, pfd
crowd.
Excellent crop prospects
made selling orders the rule, t ; t
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Packers unloaded provisions. First
transactions were a shade , to 7
Chicago, May 13. Wheat
today, Influenced by reports that the cents dowri, am there was a subse
.

-

The closing
quent further decline.
quotations weer as follows:
Wheat, May 94; July 86.
Corn, May 67; July 66.
Oats, July 37?'?; Sept 35.
Pork, July $19.75; Sept $19.85.
Lard, July $10.02; Sept. $10.20.
Ribs, July $11.12; Sept. $11.27.

ewi

r r
lt a Me a e f itv ifc
13.
reKansas City, May
Hogs,
ceipts 2,000. Market' 5 cents lower.
Bulk $8.158.30; heavy $8.30
8.32; packers and butchers $3.20
8.35; lights $S.108.25; pigs $7.50

8.

Cattle, receipts 3,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers $8.509.20;
dressed beef steers $7.608.50; westsouthern
ern steers $7. 25 8. 75;
steers $6.508.25; cows $4.E07.50;
heifers $79; stockers and feeders
$6.508.35; bulls $5.507; calves

$6.6010.25.
Sheep, receipts 12,000. Market steaLambs $6.509; yearlings $5.75
ewes
6.50; wethers $5.255.75;

dy.

$4.505.30.
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The Only Difference
I'll

Between a Rut and a Grave Is the Length
. and Breadth

Bacharach's Promise to Keep
You Out of the Rut of Old Style
Visit our Ready-to-wedepartment frequently
and keep in touch witli the latest things brought
' ''
.
.
out by dame iashion.
ar

'

We Buy No Two Garments Alike

"

OUR MOTTO

--

Price Sells and Quality Tells

--

;,A.r

RIGHT NOW WE ARE FEATURING THE NEW
KLOSFIT JERSEY SILK PETTICOATS AT $5.00
IN ALL GOOD SHADES
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"Everyone wants
to live n easj
street, bat few
establish
per

mit en t

t

rest- denee there .

Thek
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j5Toncor Quality"

7HAH)AfS'
E.LasVegas- -

0or Shoes
Make Every

Street Easy
Yonr Feet

to

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,
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DELEGATES
Washington. May 13.

HUERTA

PERSONALS
A. Sickles of Albuquerque
business visitor In Las Vegas
Mrs. A. F.. Morrisette left
ternoon tor Albuquerque for

visit

.

.

was a
today.
this afa short

(

R. P. Sickles, a commercial man of
Denver, was a business visitor here
today.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham returned yesterday from a short business visit in
Springer.
Colonel R. B. Twltchell left this
ftmoon for Santa Fe for a. short
business visit.
W. J. Barker of Santa Fe came in
last night for a several days' business
visit in this city.
W. E. Barter of Maxwell, N. M.,
came In last night for a short busi
ness visit He is a dentist
Nelson of Westerfield,
Norton
sevMinn., came in last night lor a
eral days' visit In this city.
Mrs. L. Canter of Ocate, N. M,
came in last night for a several days'
visit with relatives In this city.
O. G. Bordenhauser, a commercial
man from St Joseph, Mo., was a bus!
upbb visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. William Schultz left yesterday
evening for Santa Fe where she will
visit Telativee for a short time.
Mrs C. R. C. Relndorp of Fierro, N.
M., came in last night and will be a
visitor in this city for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Bathcelor' returned last night from Salina, Kan.,
where they have been tor the past
'
week. '
k
busiwell-knoSam Goldsmith, a
ness man of Antonlto, Colo., came in
last night for a brief business visit
in this city. .
F. A. Groinger of Parsons, Kan., arrived In Las Vegas last night and will
here for some time as a busi- -

Consul Can
ada at Vera Cruz id vised the state
department late today that the Huerta
delegates who are to appear before
conference
the Mexican mediators'
are expected to arrive In Havana to
morrow, where they will remain for
a few days before resuming their
Journey to ' Niagara Falls, Canada.
The reason for the stay in Havana is
not explained, but it means that the
Huerta delegates will be unable to be
present at Niagara Falls when the
mediator! convene next Monday.

base and Blackburn back at second,
according to the dispatch.
Lord came to the Chicago club from
Boston in 1910, Second Baseman Mc- Connell coming with him, la exchange
?
for two Chicago lnfleldere.

RUSSIA - IS

APRIL

NOT

FRIENDLY TO

'i

13, 1914.
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PurYour Money in our Bank and we
WillKppm

Accounts Straight

i

t
A bank check is the way to pay your bills, because then yon have a check on each bill. It Is easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keepe your
straight for you and savee you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account with us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank acoount
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
'
We pay four per cent Interest on Tims Deposits and
J . i "
'
. m
,
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

ts

AUSTRIA
BASEBALL

NOTES

4
Jacksonville and Savannah are putting up a hot fight for leading honors
In the South Atlantic league.
"Miner" Brown's St Louis Federals
seem to have a genuine catcher In
Chapman, He is regarded as a better
thrower than either of the other backstops Hartley or Simon.
Hank O'Day figures that the Cubs
wiilvbe ready to put on full speed In
a few days and then the grand rush
to the front will begin.
With the exception of Sam Craw
ford and Joe Jackson, the American
league heavy stickers have not shown
anything worth while with the war

TcNSION BETWEEN THE TWO
COUNTRIES IS GROWING
STRONGER

'.'ajr

1

DAILY

PEOPLES BANK

TRUST CO.

'
'
Vienna, May 13 One of the shrewdCapital and Surplus 1122,747.00
the
est
of
members
diplomatic corps
MEXICAN COTTON SOLD
in Vienna, when asked recently about
El Paso, Texas, May 13. Homan C.
the relations between Austria HunMlyfes, British consul at El Paso, anand Russia, bluntly answered Charles Louis, brother of the emperor paratively small things have occurred
cotton
gary
from
all
the
that
nounced today
that there were none. For the! past and the father of Archduke Francis recently to excite much Irritation be
the Laguna district which had been
.
two years there practically has been Ferdinand, the heir to the throne, was tween Russia and Austria ' H angary.
taken in charge by the constitutionalYESTERDAY'S RESULTS
no Russian ambassador at the court always a great friend of Russia and Austria Introduced very vexatious
ists, with the cotton owned by SpanVienna. Nominally of course there his sympathies In that direction are passport restrictions on the frontier
of
cleared
(or export
iards, has been
has
been an ambassador, nut he has believed to have been to some extent which caused annoyance to Russian
of
and
it
Juarez
already
part
National League
ffQial,
alwalys found some pretext for being inherited by his son.
travelers. Galicia is said to be swarmAt Pittsburgh
has been sent across to the United
R.ILEL
absent from his post, leaving the ofArchduke Charles Louis, who was ed with Russian spies while Russian Boston
States: Mr. Myles declared he was
6 1
ficial duties to a councillor of embassy the parton of the principal Austrian Poland is overrun with Austrian se Pittsburgh J
1 3 1
greatly pleased at the treatment acwho has carefully abstained from do- industrial association and a very far-- cret agents. 'There has been a seriee
corded him in the negotiations with club.
Batteries:
Ruduiph and Whaling;
Christy Mathewson says the Pirates ing anything. Similarly, Austria Hun- sighted man, perceived tha Important of espionage trials in Vienna where Cooper and Gibson.
the constitutionalist officials.
are going to be dangerous contenders gary's diplomatic representation at role that commerce and industry the accused have been shown to be
for the National league pennant Past St. Petersburg has been almost equal- would one day play in international in the direct employ of the Russian
WOUNDED MEN COMING
- American League
rerecords show they always have been. ly perfunctory. Count Szapary was relations, at least 20 years before Eu- military attache, and contrary to the
13.
Wireless
New York, May
At New York
R.H.E.
The Pittsburgh Pirates belong to appointed ambassador to Russia last ropean statesmen had begun to pay usual practice in these proceedings n'o Detroit
4 11 0
ports from the "hospital ' ship Solace,
'
0 '
with the men who were wounded the western division in the National October but up to the present has any attention to these factors. He attempt was made to keep secret the New York
3
-J
Batteries: Covelesfcie and Stanage;
when Vera Cruz was occupied and league, while the Pittsburgh Federals spent only three weeks at his post; knew very well that Russia would name of the foreign country impli'
the sick from the fleet now in Mex are registered in the eastern division his absence being ascribed to family never be likely to injure Austria' for cated. Many thousands of Russian Schulz, Warhop, Cole and Sweeney.
reasons.
Seen spent
Ger
while
to
commerce
are
have
roubles
much,
alleged
very
ican waters Indicated that the ship of the new "organization.
eign
For some time past there has been many would some day ruin it.' Rus In trying to corrnpt the poor peasant
Del Gainor, the Detroit first sacker,
At Boston
would arrive at New York navy yard
R.H.B.
.
0 8 4
late today. The Solace sailed from says he would welcome a trade that considerable tension in the relations sia, besides having no enormous home in Galicia, while Austrian spies have St Louie
.:
7 5 0
Vera Cruz on May 5 with orders to would land him with the Boston Red between the two empires, the precise market to supply, has practically no Deen doing their utmost to persuade Boston
ex great industries, while Germany is the Poles across the Russian frontier
Batteries;
land her patients and return as soon Sox. If Young Burns continues his reasons for which are difficult to
Taylor, Banmgardner,
brilliant work for the Tigers it Is plain. The whole situation Is full constantly on the lookout for new that fjiey would be much better 'off aa-- Munnjng and Agnew, Jenkins: Foster
,
as possible.!
,(,..
";
likelir'.ttat1 Del's wish will be grati of complications. There are religious markets to conquer.
. ,
def 'Austrian rule. ... ,
and 'Thomas.
:
'
and racial questions involved affect
fied. ' ;'
There have been other things,; too,
Events have proved the correctness
MAIL IS DELAYED
ing primarily the two countries alone. of the archduke's views. Twenty-fiv- e
At Philadelphia
of importance. Russia has been spend
R.H.HL
Washington,.. Mayi 13 The state
Then there Is the old rivalry for pre- years ago Austria Hungary almost ing large sums in increasing her mili Cleveland
re12 16 1
received
further
department today
dominance in the Balkan and finally' monopolized the trade of the Balkans tary forces in Poland along the Ger- Philadelphia
4 8 4
....
ports from .Vera Cruz stating that the 'CLUTTER" WOULD BE MISSED
the
many differences between the and Turkey and Egypt. Today the man and, Austrian frontiers and also
Batteries: Mitchell and Carish;
deliver
to
Mexican authorities refuse
and the triple entente bulk of the trade In these countries, is building hundreds of miles of new Bush, Pennock and
Schang, Sturgls.
mail from Mexico City and that now After All, This Must Remain Alwayi triple alliance
most important Influ has igonef into the hands of the Gen railways for strategic purposes. It is
exert
which
a
of
Matter
Individual
a
on
the
350 .sacks are lying scattered
ence on the relations existing between mans. Indeed the aggressive methods believed that France is urging her
Tt XT v.
Opinion.
At Washington
trackrom ... Telerla to Paso del
V.
the individual11'countriesr in each of Germain merchants in trying to along, having made her a large loan Chicago
2 7 2
'
''
; '""
Men are Just as much disposed group.
u 4 Hill Rnfwlal officer for the Macho,';
1
Austria's commerce in the upon the understanding that most of Washington
3 10 1
capture
toward the cluttering habit as women,
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
Up to the time of the Austrian an near east are bitterly resented by It would be spent on armaments. And
In
will
it
one
not
admit
10,000
but
last night from Raton for a short FOLK AND ('REYNOLDS The average man is forever bringing nexation of Bosnia and Herzegovia in their Austrian rivals,
Federal League
just now the Russian minister of the
two
business visit
The sympatlhes and feelings of the navy has ordered that no materials be
At
home. By this we mean thingE 1908, the relations between the
R.H.B.
Brooklyn
things
W. A. Cameron, connected with the
that nobody else in the house hat countries had been apparently quite two governments and the two peoples bought for Russian dockyards or pri- Pittsburgh
5 7
in
came
Santa Fe Railway company,
the slightest interest in. They raaj friendly. They had made a working are very different from those prevail- vate shipbuilding yards, from either Brooklyn
5 9 O
take ths form of books, of pamphlets arrangement In the Balkans regarding ing between the rulers. The
last night from El Paso for a short
Austria Hungary or, Germany. This
Knetzer and Berry; MaxBatteries:
c
of various conditions in Macedonia, and although national committee in Russia is most
of pictures, of
business visit
action is the most serious as . the well and Land.
NEW HAVEN INQUIRY WILL PRO
kinds, of fishing apparatus, of goli it had not accomplished much everyMr. and Mrs. 0G. Reynolds of
n
and is strain- greater part of, such material: is pur
violently
ANNOUNCED
IS
IT
CEED,
oi
or
of
sticks,
group photographs
Oklahoma City, Okla., arrived last
'
thing was moving along nicely. But ing every nerve to gain absolute con- chased outside Russia i ';0
Western League
AFTER CONFERENCE
friendly souvenirs from business as the
precipitate move of the late) Aus- trol of the Balkans. The fight is
night and expect to be visitors here
But In, spite of all, these things no
At
Wichita
R.H. E.
and he inslits that they
sociates,
trian foreign minister, Count Ashren-tha- largely a religious one, Russia want- serious person talks of ,war. In fact Des Moines
fro the next several weeks.
2 I 4
13. Charles S. shall all be kept in view. Usually
May
Washington,
towill
leave
in the annexation of Bosnia, up- ing to bring all the. Balkans under the none of the powers g interested are Wichita
Miss Jeanette Richley
crowd other clutter which the
they
.
6 5 3
New
of
former
the
Mellen,
president
morrow for National City, California,
'
average woman has spent a great set everything. The Russian minister sway of the orthodox church and to really ready. Russia, wants to, com
Batteries:
and
& Hartford railHaven
Mogrldge
New
Haley;
York,
part of her life in collecting, and felt that he had been duped by his force the Roman Catholic part of the plete her railways and to increase Scott
where she will join her father. Miss
and, Graham,
road, will testify tomorrow before the which Is found on all the mantei Austrian
never
and
remain
to
permanentn
Mussel-maforgave
colleague
Richley expects
her army sufficiently jto .repress the
populations, as well as the
interstate commerce commission in pieces, on all the stands, on all the himf Since
.
then Iewolsky has. been
;
a to acknowledgei the supremacy revolution which .wouldn- - certainly
ly in California, i... (
afAt Topeka
R.H.H.
the'
on
Haven's
New
into
of
all
the
tables
all
and
the
its
walls
inquiry
bitterest enemy, and of the Russian church. It is this break out at home immediately-wa- r
Miss Florence Bradfield left this
2 4 8
rooms of the house. Then as the
IndicaTopeka
earlier
fairs,
notwithstanding
since he is one of the most influential which explains Russia's hostile atti- was declared. And Austria Hungary 9L
afternoon! for Topeka, Kanj., where
:
children
4 8 3
.
grow
up
I
bring
they
things
ended
Joseph
tions
be
that
the inquiry might
she will remain. Miss Bradfield has lest
home that are dear to each one oi personages In the Russian national tude to King Ferdinand of Bulgaria, Is Just now changing her army from
Brown
Batteries:
and
McAllister;
witnesses!.
be
given
immunity
them respectively, and these, too committee he has been able to make who has remained a Roman Catholic a three years to a eisiyears service. Adams and Schang.
been a resident of this city for the This was announced
by Joseph W. must be kept in view.
things very disagreeable in many re although he permitted1 his elder son, which means a considerable disloca
past five years.
Folk, chief counsel for the commisBut when all thiB ' Is said, an Im- spects for the dual monarchy. Indeed Prince Boris, to join the orthodox tion of
Mrs. R. B. Turnbull, daughter of Mr.
military forces.,.. And eo it is
R. IL E.
At Sioux City
after a stirring conference with portant point has still been omitted there Is very good authority for be- and Mrs. B. Archibald, left last night sion,
Russia would never consent generaJly agreed in the, most compe Sioux City
church.,
17 8
13
Fol
General
to
be
McReynolds.
cease
Clutter
Attorney
may, often does,
war to
llevine that an Austro-Russiafor her home in California after hav-l&- g
12 14 2
gratifying Catholic Ferdinand's am- tent quarters that after all the peace Denver
the1 hearing clutter in the eyes and thoughts of was
of
lowing
adjournment
Balkan
very near Just before the
visited her parents here for the
Batteries: Withers, Shirley, White
until Monday, Mr. Folk and interstate the family. There are instances in war broke out in the fall of 1912. It bition to become ruler of the Balkans. of Europe is in no imminent danger
So far from tending to clear up the
which
come
as
to
has
and Waite, Crisp; Gaskell, Schrieber
past several weeks.
be
it
regarded
McChord
Commerce
Commissioner
was only through the strong personal complications in the Balkans the reCharles Lloyd returned last night went to
4 4 4 and Spahr.
the attorney general's office, family treasure. With all the com
from Santa Fe where he has been for where Senator Kern of Indiana and plaint that Is raised against it, it if efforts of the venerable Austrian Em cent wars have left the situation more
the past two weeks. He left Las Ve-sa-s Senator. Norris of Nebraska had pre often grievously missed whenparteC peror Francis Joseph that such
TODAY'S BASEBALL
complicated than ever. Count WItte,
with the Intention of entering the ceded them.' Within a few minutes with. So truly Is this the case, sc catastrophe was prevented. It is the Russian statesman, recently de4 4
44
life
Interwoven
does
family
thoueht that the Emperor Nicholas clared that only the first act in the
Indian service but has decided to Mr. McChord and Mr. Folk left the closely
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 STANDING OF THE CLUBS 4.
become with all of its surroundings was
war,
to
a
much
as
opposed
Now
just
continue his resilience here.
4
4 '
American League
conference showing evidences of ex and associations, that it is difficult tc but he la no politician'' ana by no great drama has yet been played.
is the interval between the acts. How
conclude
a
here
without
quesasking
citement Asked why he had left
Chicago at Washington.
'
tion that will doubtless arise in the means strong enough td hold back long this will last nobody knows
National League
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
Counsel Folk replied:
national
the
in
the
firebrands
Russian
"
minds of thousands of readers, name
W. 1
ITT!perhaps a year, perhaps only a few
Pet
"The conduct of McReynolds was
St. Louis at Boston.
lilARKHAM'S DERISION
' T
ly, What after all, would home be committee.
months.
4
.789
.
..15
Pittsburgh.
New
York.
Detroit
such that we did not care to remain." without its clutter
at
Christian Science
The personal relations between the
One important result of the T"
.600
Brooklyn
.9
Monitor.
two imperial families are of the most conflicts is the change in the attitude
A COMPLIMENT
6
9
.60O
T. R.
...
Philadelphia
National
League
cordial character. It iB sometimes of Roumanla towards Austria Hun6
60O
New
York
.9
LORD QUITS BECAUSE
Brooklyn at Chicago.
MAY BE RALEIGH'S SETTLERS even said that the Hapaburgs are real gary.
11
10
.478
Cincinnati
Up to a few months ago RouNew York at Pittsburgh.
The late Archduke manla was) always looked upon as bely
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS HE DIS9
14
.391
St Louis .
Boston at Cincinnati.
In North Carolina
of
Group
People
A
NEW
of
RIVER
HE
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COVERED
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the
Austria, Military
"SUPPING"
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13
8
ing
..381
Chicago
,
Louie.
Hard to Acoount for In; Any
.Philadelphia at St.
WON'T BACK U'P
.20
3
12
indeed, in considering
strategists,
Boston
Other Way.
'
Austria Hungary's strength usually
Federal League
CAPTAIN OF THE CHICAGO AMER
added - Roumanla's five army corps.
Bridgetown, Barbados, May 13.
There lives in the woods and
American League
Baltimore at Buffalo.
TEAM
LEAVES
THE
ICANS
But In the negotiations over the treaty
Colonel Roosevelt today replied to
swamps of Robeson county. North
W. L. Pet
at
frying,
you
practice
Brooklyn.
Pittsburgh
SUDDENLY
Carolina, a strange group of people,
of Bucharest, Russian diplomatists
17
Sir Clements Markham's cablegram
7 . .708
.
Detroit
In appearance somewhat resembling economy and have better
8
10
of hl8 discovery fat an unknown river
cleverly contrived to place Austria in
.55ft
4 4 Philadelphia.
4 4 4
more wholesome an unfriendly .position towards Rou- 4 4 4 4
Chicago, May 13. Harry Lord, the Portuguese or mulattoes. Their man1n Brazil by saying that the English
9
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New
York
.......10
4
4
ners, customs, and personal appear
4 4
manla.
geographer had" unconsciously paid veteran third baseman and captain ances are unlike those of any other food,
the
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race on the American continent says
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George Chip and Sailor Petrow-received here today. to the extent which necessity de
the Roumanians who have always
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Cleveland
regard to this part of South America Washington
California
middleweight.
'
been, very Jealous of the threatened skey, the
and said they had mistakes as to the Leaving word with a brother player mand8.( Harking back to 1587, It will
to box in Vernon
recalled that one of the expedi- WW
.
of that country In the Bal- have been matched
courses of the Gyparana and Juruena for Manager Callahan, saying he was be
supremacy
Federal League
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You can fry onions with Bulgaria, Roumanla will have no blow of all.:
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Wichita.
Blabster If he keeps himself In
From- the violent tone of the
according to Miss Annie Rhodes, sec- able Free Recipe
retary of the National Red Cross Book, "Home
recently published in the semiA wealthy sporting man of Kansas
official journals in St. Petersburg, ViNursing Service, who Bald today; that Helps."
The fast work of the New Orleans City has offered to back Al Norton
enna and also in Berlin, it might be
each of the large cities of the couna slda
And you pay only a fair price for
imagined that a great European war team has caused quite a surprise in against Jack Dillon for $2,500
try would be expected to furnish 61
Last year in a 20 round bout In ttie recent routiCHICAGO
view Southern league circles.
was
this
nurses
but
inevitable,
for
happily
service
in
conditions
If
No baking powder should sell for more.
and ng of the paiT Norton made a grpatt
finds no support in responsible quar the Prficans were
Mexico require the presence of more
1
cellar.
com
the
showing against the Hoosier boxer.
in
finished
Is
several
ters.
The
that
truth
troops.
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It Will Be
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Rightly
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FESTIVAL AT ANN ARBOR
Ana Arbor, Mich., May 13. Music
lovers from far and near came to
Ann Arbor today to attend the open
annual May
ing of the twenty-firs- t
festival under the auspice of the
University of Michigan. The festival
program this year provides for five
concerts, with Handel's "Messiah"
and Elgars "Caractacus" as the prin
cipal attraction. Mme. Alma Gluck,
Pasquale Am a to, Richardo Martin and
other famous. soliBts are to take part.
assisted by the choral union, chorus
of 300 voices and the Chicago Sym
phony orchestra.
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Chamberlain's Lfnlment
This preparation Is Intended espe
cially for rheumatism, lame back,
sprains and like ailments. It is a fa
vorite with people who are well ac
quainted with its splendid qualities.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind,
says of It, "I have found Chamber
lain's Liniment the best thing for
lame back and sprains I have ever
used. It works like a charm and relieves pain and soreness. It has been
used by others of my family as well
as myself for upwards
of twenty
years." 25 and 50 cent bottles? For
sales by all dealers. Adv.

15he

COLUMN
TOR

CLASSIFIED

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BIST

GOODS OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS HAND UTS

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
MS)
A. M. Regular comloz Meets every Monday nlfkt
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Donglas arena B)
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Waiting members are mm
each month. Visiting dla!ly welcome. 3. C. Werts, FreBt
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; B. ft.
M. Cary, W. M, H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.

vited, buy
Petten, Secretary.

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

Meets first and third Visft..
day evenings each month at Wo.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretarj

F, O. E.
LAS VEQAt COMMANDERY, NO. t.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
slar conclave
Taes- day In each aaentfc at Ma
sonic Temple at. 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re

cents pr line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a lino.
No ad to occupy lets spacs than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at ipace actually est
without regard to number of words-Cas- corder.
In advlncs preferred.
Five

h

fJ

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convocation first Monday In

East Bound
Don art
Arrlvn
month at Masonic
7:20 n m
?:K
b.
Temple at 7: JO p. m. p. No. I
A. Brinegar, H. P.; r. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
11:5s p.
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m... ... 2:30 a. sv
iHood, Secretary.
No. It.... 1:35 p. m
2:0 9. ,
I. O. O. F. LAS VFriAa iapw- West
Bound
'
II
J.
vmui.
4. Meets every Mondn
Arrivn
naaurt
their hall on Sixth street All
No. 1.'... 1:10 p. m..... l:3g . n
visiting
urouiron COrfllallT Invito
. w. xj. aueuu,a No. I.... 6:35 a. m
6:41 a. m
J. Frledenstlne. N. O - a
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
4:31 f.
r
v. u.t i. in. Eiwood,
:vs 9. at
Secretary; Karl no. .... B:sb p. m
wer, ireasurer; c. V. Hedgcock,

ATLANTA
SHRINERS
Atlanta, Ga., May 13. It was esti
mated thit 25,0oo members of the
order and thousands of additional vis
itors were in Atlanta this morning
when the annual national conclave of
the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine beOPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN S,
gan in earnest The city is transformed with color and decoration.
During the remainder of the week Atlanta will be given over to the visitors. Among the Teclal features of
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red Eggs
entertainment which Yaarab Temple
for setting at 50c per setting of 13.
of this city has provided its brothers
The balance of the season. II. M B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
are a grand ball, receptions, lunch
avenue.
Northrup, 913 Lincoln
fourth Tuesday evening of each
eons, automobile rides and an antePhone Main 29 or 275.
month Elks" home on Ninth street
bellum barbecue.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
FOR SALE Hopf violin, a bargain; are cordially Invited. Wm. H.
Spring
Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
large wardrobe, dresser, gasoline er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Everybody Satisfied
stove, other furniture. Call after Secretary.
Everywhere people are taking Foley
5 p. m, at 810 Douglas avenue.
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they
urge others to take them also. A. T.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
"I rec
Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says:
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
ommend them to all who suffer from FOR SALE One small safe, cheap.
O. R. C. hall, Douglas avenue, on
Apply I. & A. Corporation.
kidney troubles and backache, for they
the
are fine." Best thing you can i take
first and third Tuesdays of each
tor backache, weak back and rheum
BABY CHICKS Rhode Island Reds month at 8 p. m. Visiting
Knights and
tism. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
and Barred Rocks 10c. Safe deliv Ladies always welcome. O. L. Free
Drug Store. Adv..
ery guaranteed. Mrs. George Tudor, man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
FREIGHT
CLAIM AGENTS
Osage City, Kansas.
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
MEET
Galveston, Texas, May 13. The
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue: Z. W.
twenty-thir- d
annual convention of the 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00 Montague
Assistant Deputy,
1011
Money must accompany order. Will Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Freight Claim association opened here
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
today with members in attendance
from all parts of the United- - States
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anfi
and Canada. The sessions, which will
fourth
Thursday
evening each
continue for several days, will be demonth at W. O. VI. hall. Visiting
voted to a discussion of billing meth
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 7
ods, loss and damage claims, perish;
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm Secretary.
able freight rules and other technical FOR RENT Furnished room, strict
J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 54V
questions relating to the duties of the
ly modern. No healthseekers. Apply
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Bvery first Tuesfreight claim agents.
T., Optic,
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at S o'clock
For a Torpid Liver
FOR RENT Suite of rooms In mod m.
brothers are cordially lo
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
ern home, also single room; cannot vlted.Visiting
off and on for the past six years when
Isaac Appel, President; Charles
to
rent
ever my Mver shows signs of being
consumptives. 1034 Eighth Qreenclay, Secretary.
in a disordered condition. They have
street Phone Main 606.
always acted quickly and, given me the
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
desired relief," writes Mrs. F. H.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Trubus, Springville, N. Y. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
ROYALTY AIDS DEAF AND DUMB WANTED
Thorough young business each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
London, May 13 Queen Amelie of
man desiring to locate permanent Sonsul; o.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Portugal at Clarldge's hotel this aftly in this section of the country Montague, Local Deputy.
Visiting
ernoon formally opened the great nadesires proposition from reliable members are
especially welcooe and
tional bazaar in aid of the Wenning- concern.
Competent bookkeeper cordially Invited.
ton Homes for Aged Deaf and Dumb
and office man with twelve years
Peolpe at Rainham, Essex. Tomorrow
mercantile experience. Can furnish
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
the opening ceremony will be presided
gilt edge references. Business. Care
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
over by Princess Henry of Batten-berDaily Optic.
(gurth Thursday In O. R. C. halL
The magnitude of the bazaar
quite eclipses any similar affair held WANTED Experienced cook. Apply Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Flchard Devlne,
in London in a long time.
&bJ3b
1053 Eighth street.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
ATTOKNEY8
WANTED Reliable girl for. general
-housework. 725 Sixth street.
IN
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For Sale

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

7 EMPRESS

v

FLOUR

1

5

i

1

It
giving you
a present for doing something
you d do uny
way when you
learn how Much

I

for Rent

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR really k
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

l

Wanted

,

HUNKER A HUNKER
George A. HunKer. Chester A. Hank
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

Osteopath Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. nu 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 334
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Found
FOUND Yale key No.
Eighth street

111.

Call

812

STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH.
iREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS

I

can be oU.
4
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

.w.......

tts

......;...25e

....3o
..w....4s

per 1N (
psr 1lfl Ike.
per 1M Ifce.
per 1tS Ike

per 1tt

i
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Harvesters, Btorers, aad Distributors J Hatwal lee, tie Partial SO
Lasting Qualities f Wbiern Haw Made Las Yeias ramema.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

SPANISH lessons by an easy and
practical method. Terms moderate.
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.

fiHICHESTEnSPILLS

Sat-s-

SONS'tAA

AGliA PDRA COMPANY

Miscellaneous

S

a

V

RETAIL PRICES

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Sick Headache
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Mrs. A. L, Luckie, East Rochester,
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
N, Y., was a victim of sick headache
East Las Tesras. New Mexico
and despondency, caused by a badly
weakened and debilitated condition of
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles her stomach, when she began taking
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
found them pleasant to take, also mild
General Massage, Hair and Scalp and effective.
In a few weeks' time
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK I was restored to my former good
health." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
cure. Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
How's This
Phone Vegas 128
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rem.
m.
to
3:30
Office Hours: 1:30 p.
p.
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
MONUMENT CO
We, the undersigned, have known
Albuquerque, N. M.
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 rears, and
-215 E. Central
believe bJm perfectly honorable in all
23 Years Practical Experience.
business transactions and financially
!. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS. able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
, . ,
hie diau
nally, acting directly upon the blood
'
??'
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Fill, in UA "l
hn.es. Mini with !i
?'
..i
1
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
af ,,
IH- - Irt X.TER i
,; . T A,k M I'.i,
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Is.
A!rs RrfuUe
van
tint.
TaKe Hairs Family Pills for const!SOLO l DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
rntion. Adv,
JONES-BOWER-

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
k.
CCNUINE WM.
ROGERS &

BB

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 20S lb, Esch Delivery
Less than 6S lbs, Esch Delivery

New Merf

DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS

GAFF

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN
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NOW

And get "The Last Word in Household Efficiency
a Williams Electric Iron. It will last a lifetime, and will do the work faster,
better and with less effort on the part of the operator than any other.
Ironing day becomes a pleasure. NO TiORE WRINKLES in
the little wife's brow when you come home for lunch.
N

Just Sunshine
I

rff

TZ2
I

IfillLlf,
I

.

mi,i- i-'

i

fcjaJ'

Pay $7.8o in advance for one
year's subscription. It is exactly the
same price you are paying by the week or
month, and get this excellent HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY, and save your wife many weary hours of tiresome work
in a hot stuffy kitchen.
.
.
.
.
.

Do It Now

ALL THE NEWS
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SPLENDID RELISH

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1914.
A meeting o( all the bachelors in
town Is called for Tuesday evening,
May 26. The place of meeting will
be announced later. Adv.

TONIGHT
The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay
"THE PERILS OF PAULINE"

"IN THE FALL OF '64"

This U the second installment
of this sensational picture.

War Drams,

Manuel C de. Baca, recently bitten
the motor bug, has purchased an
Elmore touring car, which he is driving with a great deal of skill. Mr.
de Baca is secretary of the Las Ve
gas grant board.
TAX NOTICE
May, the second
half of the 1913 taxes will become
due. All taxes not paid before June
1 will be subject to a penalty.
EUGENIO ROMERO.
On

LOCAL NEWS

Oscars Sauce
35c Per Jar V Try It

i

"

f

''

Days Comes the
.1 Season of

Regular dance Wednesday night at
F, B. hall. Adv.
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

'

For Sendwitches use j)UVE RELISH
20c and 35c Glass Dottles

With the Warm

lamps at

7:24

LUNCHES

v

Old Taylor whiskey ana Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

'

Get your order In early for
goods that you will need to
prepare these dainty meals!"

"The Devil's Ball," armory Friday,
Admission 50c per couple.- '

STEARNS' STORE

At our store the beet of everything in this line can be purchased. -

May 15.

Adr,'

'

The one dance

you)

can't afford to

miss, "The Devil's Ball," at the arm-or- y
Friday, May 15. ,., Admission 60c
...
.
per couple. Arv.
.

Another train of soldiers will pass
through Las. Vegas this evening at 7
o'clock enroute from Fort Wingate to
Colorado.
The train will consist of
eight cars.

rHL nimiirnr nrrr
h

3

I

WHAT IS IT?
!

It is the highest grade of short
ening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air

ft'--.

rr

J

but lighter are the bread,,
cakeai biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a eack of It and seo how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
coats no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to it Order aTsack to-'
day- -

Ge? Las Vegas Roller Mills

ejboard of directors of the
club will hold its regular
monthly meeting tonight at 8 o'clock
In the club rooms. All members are
urged to be present.
The work of building the abutments "to the new bridges 'at Watrous
has started and according to State
fengineer James A. French, will be
completed within 60 days.
Boots and shoes made to order,
cripples fitted perfectly. Repairing.
I have
my shop at 521
Sixth street and invite all my old
customers as well as new to call. Joe
Martin. Adv.

Tho city council will meet In regular session tonight at the city hall.
It Is likely that the appointment of
city employes, which was deferred at
the time the new administration took
office, will occur tonight.
There will be a called
of Chapman Lodge No. 2 A. F. &
A. M. tomorrow
evening at 7:30.
Work i i the third degree. All members and visiting members are re
quested to be present.
Koogler brothers, the poultry rais
ers residing north of this city, are of
the opinion that they have a flying
horse. Last night their horse knocked
down one fence and jumped over another, a good sized structure. If the
horse is found, the Koogler boys may
enter him in some big racing event as
a world boater at high jumping.
Fox, general manager of the
western lines of the Santa Fe Rail
way company, accompanied! by C. H.
of
Bristol, general superintendent
those lines, passed through Las Ve
gas this afternoon in private cars on
their way from La Junta to Albu- buquerque. Mr. Fox is returning to
Amarillo, Tex., after a trip In Colorado, while Mr. Bristol is on a general business trip.
s
F.

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier
HaDct Reynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

LAS-VEGA-

l".

Capital, SlCd.OOOs'.SurpIus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

Banking we
lnvcryaredepartment toof give
the best of
prepared

service

Interest Paid on Tims Deposit

At

.

tte IIcr.3 of tlie East of Everything Eatable

French Strained Honey
Just Received v

C.

The pupils of the department of In
strumental music at the New Mexico
Normal University will give a recital
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock in the
auditorium of the main building. The
publio Is invited to he present . The
tnu.ic pupils .. range in experience
frvn u few months tc several years
and their playing Is said to be ex
cellent In the evening, at 8 o'clock
Miss Ethel Harper will give her certificate recital. Miss Harper has great
talent, which has been carefully cultivated by her teacher, and her recital will he a musical treat The
public Is invited to her recital.
A party of guests of El Porvenir,
the mountain resort, made a trip to
Hermit peak, better known
the top
as "Baldy," Monday, spending the day
(upon the summit With a mirror,
flash signals were sent to Las Vegas
and were returned by people who had
been asked to be on the watch for
the flashes. - Though the mirror was
only four inches square, its' light was
plainly seen hi jLas Vegaa. , Neville
J; Hynes of "Chicago and Robert H.
Duncan of Detroit who "are permanent residents of .El Porvanir, spent
on, th top of
the night in
the mountain.. This structure Is said
to have been built by the hermit for
whom the peak is nanx4. ,.They descended yesterday. The remainder of
the company returned to El Porvetifr
late Monday evening.
the-cabi- n

TilE GOAAF & I1AYVARD CO. STORE

J

BARGAINS

by

the first day of

IN

Second Hand Cars;
1914

County Trearurer.

LEO

Model

Ford Touring Car

1914 Model

Ford Touring Car

1914 Model

Ford Touring Car

30

REGENSBERG

horse power Viele Touring Car

,

...$505
..$450
$400

..

......$350

Marlon Boh Cat Roadster
Chalmers

BUYS THE MUTUAL
WITHIN A SHORT TIME HE WILL
MOVE INTO THE NEW
LOOF BUILDING

Leo Regensbergy for the past several months connected with the MuFresh Potato Flakes, Beech-Nu- t
tual theater on the West aide as part
Baked Beans, Heinz' Baked
owner, baa purchased the interest bf
Underwood
Deviled
Beans,
his partner, Howard Slmpklns, and
Ham, Fancy French Sardines,
will continue to operate the house as
Llbby's Dried Beef or anything
proprietor and manager.
you need.
Mr. Regen&berg this afternoon anil aunced that on or about July 1 the
Swat That Fly Now
Muutal theater will move from its
Fly Swatters free at bur
present location ltso a new structure
' store. Be sure and
get onet
that Is being built by O. Maloof, on
Bridge street The new theater will
accommodate 400 people and is to be
modern in every way. "Special ventibe Installed,
lating appartus will
and
Baker
Grocer
while a stage will be built to accommodate vaudeville performances. The
latter will be a regular feature at
Finches Golden Wedding Rye, aged the new theater.
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

80,

1911

$500

model

,

$400

LAS VEG4S MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS 'VEGAS FORD SALES

I:

COMPANY

John H, York

LINDBERG

HAS A

The West side town council has
passed a regulation requiring property owners to erect corrugated iron
WONDERFUL VOICE
fences in the alleys, replacing the
wooden structures. This was done as
a precaution against fire. In the future it .will be an iron fence or no SINGER AT Y. M. C. A. MONDAY
NIGHT ALSO HAS INTEREST.
fence at all."
ING STORY TO TELL
The trout fishing season will open
Mr. Walter Lindberg, the famous
on Friday o( this week. In anticipabasso
who will appear at the Y. M. C.
tion, the fishermen are overhauling
A. next Monday night, for a decade
their tackle and preparing to hike
to the mountains to whip the trout appeared with leading Operatic orstreams at the earliest possible op- ganizations of this country, such as
the late Castle Square Opera
portunity. Next Sunday, it is prophe
the Bostonlans and many
sied, there will te a general exodus
others.
The story of his life, how
to the mountains.
and why he left a career that held
lucrative engagements for him, he
Terry MeGovern, at present' mer tells in a most vivid and interesting
chant's night policeman, has purchas manner which never fails to move his
ed the Bridge bar and will reopen 'the
hearers as a remarkable instance of
place about June 1, according to the true conversion.
announcemest.
Charles Greenclay,
Rev. Aired Anderson, pastor of the
who recently took a lease on the build
First Methodist church, Chicago, says:
ing on Bridge street formerly occu"Mr. Lindberg has a voice which is
pied by Ludwig Ilfeld'a hardware deep, powerful and entrancing, and
store, will open a saloon there about the
story of his life is especially inJune 1. The place will still be a teresting.
His talk was logical, con- hardware store, as the drinks sold
vincingand was given in a manner
will not be of the soft variety, though
which !made the very best impression
such doubtless may be obtained if We
heartily recommend him." j
asked for.
The Music News of Chicago says:
"Mr. Lindberg has a bass voice of
Townspeople are giving the Normal the most astonishing range and, power
in the and is a dramatic singer of great faUniversity their
effort to make the coming session of cility and,' effectiveness. Not many
the summer school a big success. voices are equal to that of Mr. LindThey have .responded quickly to the berghs."
call for accommodations for the sumTickets will be ready for the
mer students and are making the
tomorrow at the Y- - M. C. A. Adprices reasonable. This will enable mission is free, but by tickets only.
the Normal to find rooms for all the
students who come from other cities.
Last year some difficulty was enNORMAL STUDENTS TO
countered In obtaining accommodations, tut up to today 90 rooms have
been placed: at the disposal of the
POSE FOR "MOVIES"
school. The Normal 'believes it can
find tenants for every one of them.
and Ts ' appreciative of the
DURING THE SUMMER SCHOOL
tion of the people. ;
THEY WILL MAKE SCENARIO
FOR SAN DIEGO FAIR
The Y. M. C. A. is planning to' give
Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell of jthe
a full statement of &U details rela
tive to Camp Montezuma in the next New Mexico bureau of exposition
two weeks.. However, this morning it managers and Da Frank H. Hi' RobMexico
"put over" an arrangement that it erts, president of the New
feels the public should know about in Normal University, held a conference
anwriting its various friends regarding this morning, after which the
the camp. It has'reference to the nounced that, the big state school
fact that It will run a stage to the would stage ite; part of the motion
fair
camp every day. One can take the cloture exhibit for the San Diego
ses
school
isummer
the
coming
stage at the Y. M. C. A. building at during
7: SO o'clock any morning, arrive at sion. Miss May Ross, instructor m
camp in time for dinner and at 2 English and oratory at the Normal, is
o'clock leave for town again, making preparing the scenario, and everytte trip all in one day.' While the Y. thing will be ready by the time the
M. C. A. will
in every way, summer school has been well begun.
The scenario will show the school
the stage will be run by a private in
career
of a young girl at the Normal.
.
.
dividual
It will begin with her graduation, from
the High school and will depict her
HARVEY'S 13 OPEN ,
engaging in all the --ctlvltlea of the
34th season of this famous
Normal. The story has been made
resort Carriage out every Sat interesting by the introduction of the
urday morning, returning following humorous as well as the serious side
Friday; charge, including passage of school life. The school children of
both ways $10. Special rates for long the West side 'will stage their part of
er time. Address East Las Vegas, the motion picture exhibit this fall
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
Subscribe for The1 Optic.
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

Cool fresb De-- 1
I To HaveFood

And Water
I licious
I This Summer With An

J. C. Johrsen
Local Agents.

&

Son

com-plan-

f

'

TIRES MID TU BES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
,

Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
for the auto. '

need-e- d

,

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The LasVegasL Automobile
and Machine Shop

Distilled Water

ICE
"

PRICES

Less than 100 pounds
50c per cwt.
200 pounds, inclusive, 40c per cwt.
Over 200 to 1000 pounds . . 30c per cwt.
. . . . 20c per cwt.'
Ton lots, . .

iOO to

........

CRYSTAL ICE & CREAMERY CO.
Phone 227 Main
ASK ABOUT OUR COUPON BOOKS'

